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We are so excited!!!
The Graphite speaker cable was referred to as “the best speaker cables I’ve ever heard” by
one reviewer and the Black Diamonds leave our fantastic Graphite range a long way behind
in terms of performance and compatibility.
To give you an idea of what is different, this
is what our first overseas client said of these
when they changed them for the Graphite
speaker cables, and typical of comments
since from clients since then:
“The cables are arrived and they are
simply fantastic!!!
UK RRP £600/m
More inner resolution and the same time
smoooother which is very hard to do in high end. The bass has also more control and the
same time better integrated with the rest and all this without burn in!!! Great work !!!”
While the Graphite’s sound is incredible in most systems there were a few who reported that
they actually sounded “wrong”, a little thick and heavy. This only occurred on very few
systems but gave us something new to launch into researching. (We love a challenge
because no matter what else we always learn something new).
During our research we played with a few new material mixes (one being a specific mix of
Tellurium Copper for the connectors). Other things we altered …… well we are known for not
commenting on the construction, materials and manufacture processes (see our pdf, “why
no tech specs” on our website) but the result was something a lot more compatible but also
with a performance that surprised us and meant we had a new reference level cable.

When you hear for yourself the Graphite against the new Black Diamonds you will be in no
doubt which is which even though they look similar.

The same is true (and also to the same extent) for the
new Black Diamond RCA, which uses the new Tellurium
Q ® RCA connector made from a specific alloy of TeCu
UK RRP £858
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